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            Electrochemical machining (ECM) is a nontraditional manufacturing process that 
can machine difficult-to-cut materials. In ECM, material is removed by controlled 
electrochemical dissolution of an anodic workpiece in an electrochemical cell. ECM has 
extensive applications in automotive, petroleum, aerospace, textile, medical, and 
electronics industries.  
            Improving current efficiency is a challenging task for any electro-physical or 
electrochemical machining processes. The current efficiency is defined as the ratio of the 
observed amount of metal dissolved to the theoretical amount predicted from Faraday’s 
law, for the same specified conditions of electrochemical equivalent, current, etc [1]. In 
macro ECM, electrolyte conductivity greatly influences the current efficiency of the 
process. Since there is a certain limit to enhance the conductivity of the electrolyte, a 
process innovation is needed for further improvement in current efficiency in ECM.  
Pulse electrochemical machining (PECM) is one such approach in which the electrolyte 
conductivity is improved by electrolyte flushing in pulse off-time.  
            The aim of this research is to study the influence of major factors on current 
efficiency in a pulse electrochemical machining process in macro scale and to develop a 
linear regression model for predicting current efficiency of the process.  
            An in-house designed electrochemical cell was used for machining nickel alloy 
(ASTM B435) by PECM. The effects of current density, type of electrolyte, and 
electrolyte flow rate, on current efficiency under different experimental conditions were 
studied. Results indicated that current efficiency is dependent on electrolyte, electrolyte 
flow rate, and current density. Linear regression models of current efficiency were 
compared with twenty new data points graphically and quantitatively. Models developed 
were close enough to the actual results to be reliable. 
            In addition, an attempt has been made in this work to consider those factors in 
PECM that have not been investigated in earlier works. This was done by simulating the 
process by using COMSOL software. However, it was found that the results from this 
attempt were not substantially different from the earlier reported studies.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1       Electrochemical Machining  
            Electrochemical machining (ECM) was developed to machine difficult-to-cut 
materials, and it is an anodic dissolution process based on the phenomenon of 
electrolysis, whose laws were established by Michael Faraday [1]. In ECM, electrolytes 
serve as conductors of electricity. ECM offers a number of advantages over other 
machining methods and also has several disadvantages: 
            Advantages: there is no tool wear; machining is done at low voltages compared to 
other processes with high metal removal rate; small dimensions can be controlled; hard 
conductive materials can be machined into complicated profiles; workpiece structure 
suffer no thermal damages; suitable for mass production work and low labor 
requirements.  
            Disadvantages: a huge amount of energy is consumed that is approximately 100 
times that required for the turning or drilling of steel; safety issues on removing and 
disposing of the explosive hydrogen gas generated during machining; and difficulty in 
handling and containing the electrolyte [2].  
            As shown in figure 1.1, the shaped tool (cathode) is connected to the negative 
polarity and the workpiece (anode) is connected to the positive polarity. The electrolyte 
flows through the small interelectrode gap, thus flushing away sludge and heat generated 
during machining process.  
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Fig. 1.1 Principle of Electrochemical Machining [3] 
 
 
 
1.2   Pulse Electrochemical Machining  
            Pulse electrochemical machining (PECM) is based on electrochemical principles, 
mainly the use of pulsed voltage or pulsed current relaxation, to enhance the activity of 
the cathode reducing the cathode polarization and concentration polarization, thus 
effectively improve the energy usage of the process [4]. The schematic of PECM system 
with typical input parameters (blue) is shown in the figure 1.2.  
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic diagram and related parameters of PECM system 
 
            For each of the main components of PECM such as power supply, material 
geometry, control system, and electrolytes, there are various input factors that can affect 
the output parameters (yellow) such as current efficiency, material removal rate and 
surface roughness[5,6]. In PECM, smaller interelectrode gap may be obtained. The 
development of a high current efficiency is the key to further advancement in PECM.  
Recent studies show that, as compared with ECM, PECM results in improved anodic 
dissolution efficiency, more stable interelectrode gap state, and better surface finish [7]. 
Investigations of the process mechanism and parameter optimization are needed to obtain 
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a better understanding of the complex interactions of electrical, chemical, and physical 
parameters in PECM [8]. Table 1.1 indicates the comparison of PECM and ECM.  
 
Table 1.1 Comparison of PECM and ECM [1, 3] 
 
PECM ECM 
Principle electrolysis electrolysis 
Power supply pulse constant 
Current density 10-103 A/cm2 8-233A/cm2 
Voltage 7-25V 4-30V 
Electrolyte velocity 10-60 m/sec 15-60 m/sec 
Gap Less than 0.10mm 0.025-0.76mm 
Surface quality Improved than ECM 
Metal removal rate Lower than ECM 
Cost More expensive than ECM 
 
1.3       Fundamental Principles 
            Ions and electrons crossing phase boundaries (the interface between two or more 
separate phases, such as liquid-solid) would result in electron transfer reactions carried 
out at both anode and cathode. Meanwhile, the potential difference is fundamental in 
understanding the energy distribution during the electrochemical machining process. 
Figure 1.3 shows the broad concepts and basic potential calculation methods. Nernst 
equation is used to calculate the electrode reversible potential. Tafel equation, diffusion 
layer, and ohm’s law can assist in estimating activation overpotential, concentration 
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overpotential, and resistance overpotential, which are known as the three main 
overpotentials in electrochemical reactions. 
 
Fig. 1.3 Overall concepts and calculation methods for potentials 
 
1.4       Research Objectives  
            The goal of this thesis was to investigate current efficiency in pulse 
electrochemical machining of nickel alloy. The objectives of this thesis are to: 
1. conduct an experimental study to identify the factors influencing the current 
efficiency of pulse electrochemical machining. 
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2. establish quantitative relationship between process parameters and current 
efficiency. 
3. build a simulation model to explain the effect of the process parameters on current 
efficiency and to understand the mechanism of pulse electrochemical machining. 
 
1.5      Thesis Organization 
            Chapter two consists of a literature review describing the metal dissolution 
process, valence state estimation, anode potential, types of electrolytes, pulse parameters, 
nickel alloy machining methods, current efficiency definition and the factors influencing 
current efficiency. 
            Chapter three presents the experimental setup and design, experimental results, 
and statistical analysis.  
            Chapter four describes the simulation process for the anodic dissolution process 
of PECM.  
            Chapter five makes the conclusions and offers recommendations into future 
research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1       Introduction 
            The metal dissolution process, valence state estimation, anode potential, types of 
electrolyte, pulse parameters, nickel alloy machining methods, current efficiency 
definition and influencing factors are discussed and summarized in this chapter.  
 
2.2       Metal Dissolution Process 
            Since electrolysis is the main part of ECM, it must be understood before going 
further through the characteristics and other details of the process. Atom-by-atom 
removal of metal by anodic dissolution is the basic principle underlying electrochemical 
metal removal process. The movement of the ions is accompanied by electrons flow, in 
the opposite direction to the positive current in the electrolyte.  
            The reactions are a consequence of the applied potential difference, that is, 
voltage from the electric source [1, 9]. The phenomena can be embodied in Faraday’s 
laws of electrolysis:  
1. the amount of any substance dissolved or deposited is directly proportional to the 
amount of electricity which has flowed. 
2. the amount of different substances deposited or dissolved by the same quantity of 
electricity is proportional to their chemical equivalent weights. Since the 
electrolyte serves as the conductor of electric current, Ohm’s law could be applied 
to this type of conductor. 
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            The Faraday’s law indicates a relation between the numbers of electrons removed 
from an atom and the mass of the atom that would dissolve into electrolyte. The simple 
expression of Faraday’s law can be described as: 
            m= It, [1]                                                                                                        (2.1) 
            where  
                          is the electrochemical equivalent of the anode metal(=A/(Z·F) in (g/C)) 
                      m is the mass 
                      I is the electric current (A) 
                     T is the machining time 
                     A is the atomic weight of dissolving ions 
                     Z is the valence of dissolved ion immediately after dissolution 
                     F is the Faraday’s constant of 96,487 Coulombs(C) 
            However, instead of assumption that all current is used to ionize the workpiece 
atoms during the process ECM, some of the current goes into other undesirable 
electrochemical reactions. Therefore, an efficiency term (η), which can describe the 
percentage of current applied to dissolve atoms in the overall current, is necessary. By 
using the electrochemical equivalent equation (2.1) yields to: 
            m= η·  · 	 ·                                                                                                       (2.2) 
            The dissolution of metal from the workpiece surface is the only useful reaction in 
the process of ECM and all the other reactions such as metal deposits on the tool and the 
production of gas contributes little to a loss of machining current. Ion dissolution valence 
is required in describing the dissolution electrochemical process and calculating material 
removal according to Faraday’s law. Table 2.1 shows the dissolution valences of some 
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metal in different metal electrolyte. Ions valence can be varied in different solutions and 
process conditions. 
 
Table 2.1 Metal dissolution valence in different metal electrolyte systems [10] 
Metal Electrolyte Dissolution valence 
Ni NaCl 2 
Ni NaNO3 2* 
Fe NaCl 2 and 3 
Fe NaNO3 2* 
Cr NaCl 6 
Cr NaNO3 6 
*Accompanied by oxygen evolution 
 
2.3       Valence State Estimation  
            Determining the accurate valence states of elements is difficult to achieve. The 
valence state value may not be the actual value when calculating the metal removal rate 
followed by Faraday’s law, which reason may due to the following reasons:   
1. the element may behave differently in the alloy, 
2. the corrosion potential may not be an equilibrium potential and in this case the 
element state in the alloy may not be the equilibrium state.  
            Generating the potential-pH diagram and measuring the corrosion potential of the 
alloy are the two methods that can approximately estimate the proper valence. The 
estimation of corrosion current density, which is a measure of the corrosion rate, can be 
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obtained by applying electrochemical measurements such as polarization resistance and 
Tafel extrapolation appropriately [11]. The potential-pH diagram helps to estimate the 
most stable valence under certain conditions. The equilibrium phases of an aqueous 
electrochemical system are shown by using the potential-pH diagram. The X-axis refers 
to the pH value and the Y-axis shows the potentials. This diagram is used to predict 
whether or not corrosion can occur, estimate the composition of the corrosion products 
formed, and predict the environmental changes to prevent or reduce corrosion attack [12]. 
For nickel alloy, the main metal components include nickel, iron, chromium, and 
molybdenum and the Potential-pH diagrams for each metal are shown in figures 2.1-2.4. 
Potential-pH diagram for the alloy (nickel alloy ASTM B435 as workpiece) with a solid 
phase as a dissolution product is obtained by using THERMEXPERT - Potential-pH 
Diagram Generator on line [13, 14].  
 
Fig. 2.1 Potential-pH diagrams for nickel in metal state [14] 
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Fig. 2.2 Potential-pH diagrams for iron in metal state [14] 
 
 
                   Fig. 2.3 Potential-pH diagrams for chromium in metal state [14] 
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Fig. 2.4 Potential-pH diagrams for molybdenum in metal state [14] 
 
 
2.4       Anode Potential  
            Interruption technique was used to study the anode potential of mild steel during 
electrochemical machining in sodium chloride solution and results show that [15] 
1. the anodic current is mainly consumed in iron dissolution although there is a 
slight decrease in current efficiency as the current density increases.  
2. the iron dissolution process is not affected by flow rate in the turbulent region, but 
is influenced by sodium chloride concentration.  
3. in the transition region anodic film effects can be observed. The electrolyte 
concentration affects potential through the changes in electrolyte conductivity. 
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            The anodic ohm potential drop and the current efficiency for electrochemical 
machining of mild steel in the sodium chlorate solution were studied [16]. Experiment 
results indicate that an oxide film appeared when current density is low and the current is 
consumed in oxygen generation at the anode. The oxide film would begin to disappear 
when increasing current density and will finally vanish in the high current density region 
where the metal dissolution takes place. Current efficiency measurements were carried 
out on mild steel in combination solution of sodium sulfate and sodium chloride.  The Cl− 
ions have the ability to solve the salt layer and lessen the protectiveness of the anodic film 
[17, 18, 19]. 
 
2.5       Types of Electrolyte 
            Sodium chloride is very corrosive and has a stable conductivity over a broad pH 
range. On the other hand, sodium nitrate is much less corrosive compared to sodium 
chloride. However, a passivating oxide layer creates at the workpiece surface; causing the 
decrease of the electrolytic process. By applying sodium chloride as an electrolyte, high 
machining voltage up to 5%-30% is needed to counter the electromotive force that is 
produced by polarization. The rest energy is used to overcome the electrolyte resistance 
in the machining gap. The electrolyte reactions require higher voltage when using strong 
passivating electrolyte like sodium nitrate.  
            The Cl  ions affect the position of the active and the passive regions of the 
polarization curves at the low concentration range. When the Cl ions are added to the 
sodium nitrate solution, the electrolyte oxidizing power is reduced by providing the Cl 
ions competing with the NO ions for adsorption sites at the electrode surface. Therefore, 
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more anodic potential must be satisfied before forming the protective film. However, the 
alloy surface is strongly protected so the current in the passive region does not increase. 
Therefore, the active-passive transition is shifted to more noble potentials [1, 20].        
            Recently, an aqueous solution of inorganic chloride and nitrate salt has been used 
as electrolytes. The concentrations of these ingredients in certain electrolyte should fall 
within the established limits.  Otherwise, intolerable defects such as unwarranted inter-
granular attack and phase dissolution may appear on the electrochemically machined 
surface of the nickel alloy. The citric acid has been largely used to eliminate the smutting 
problem. This solution has a good chemical stability and can be used for a long period in 
the ECM with applying a proper in-process filtration. Moreover, the citric acid and the 
sodium citrate are completely biodegradable and do not pollute the solutions and do not 
cause environmental problems. Citric acid also does not emit nitrogen oxide vapors, 
which are harmful to the atmosphere. Nitrogen oxides aid in the production of smog, 
whereas citric acid does not [21, 22, 23].  
 
2.6       Pulse Parameters 
            In PECM, shorter pulse on-time decreases the concentration polarization effect so 
that the peak current will increase, which will decrease the selective dissolution and the 
surface roughness. However, a certain length of pulse on-time is required for anodic 
surface charged or polarized to gain enough energy in order to activate the dissolution. 
The pulse off-time influences the resumption of the polarized anodic surface and affects 
anodic overpotential changes. Longer pulse off-time leads to better results of anodic 
surface roughness [8, 24]. The pulse parameters such as pulse on/off time affect the 
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current density, the anodic overpotential and the current efficiency significantly. As a 
result, the local anodic dissolution rate is more sensitive to the changes in the local 
current density, leading to higher dissolution localization and more uniform gap 
distribution than in the ECM with continuous current [25]. 
 
2.7       Nickel Alloy Machining Methods 
            Traditional machining processes such as turning, drilling, milling, and grinding 
have been used to machine nickel alloys [12, 26]. Since these alloys are difficult to 
machine using the traditional methods, the nontraditional methods have been proposed to 
machine these alloys. ECM is one of the nontraditional processes that has been used to 
machine nickel alloys. However, ECM presents a serious environmental challenge due to 
the production of hexavalent chromium and other heavy metal hazardous waste. The 
electrolyte in the electrochemical machining of nickel base super alloys was investigated 
to reduce the negative impact on the environment [27]. Nickel base super alloys 
containing additions of hafnium were used as workpiece. Very satisfactory results were 
obtained when chloride ions are about 0.6 to about 1.25 pounds per gallon, nitrate ions 
are present in the amount from 1.25 to about 2.0 pounds per gallon, and the pH of the 
solution being from about 8 to about 12 [28,29]. 
            The jet and laser-jet electrochemical micromachining of nickel and steel in neutral 
solutions of sodium chloride and sodium nitrate were studied [30]. From the experimental 
results, when a laser beam is not applied, nitrate solution can obtain high machining rates 
and relatively low overcutting; therefore make it suitable for micromachining. If the laser 
beam is used in the machining process, nitrate solution is found to be inappropriate for 
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micromachining, since oxygen evolution process consumed most of the energy and the 
metal dissolution is no longer the main reaction at the anode.  However, metal dissolution 
reaction is not affected by the absence of laser power when chloride solution is used as 
electrolyte. Moreover, a laser beam can increase the effective machining rate and 
precision by assisting the applied current focused into the machining area [29, 30]. The 
effect of pulsed current on anodic electrochemical behavior has been studied [31]. 
 
2.8       Current Efficiency Definition 
            “The current efficiency is defined as the ratio of the observed amount of metal 
dissolved to the theoretical amount predicted from Faraday’s law, for the same specified 
conditions of electrochemical equivalent, current, etc. [1]” Current efficiency is 
commonly applied in PECM efficiency calculation. The energy efficiency considers the 
effect of voltage component of required power assuming current is fixed. Electrical 
energy efficiency is a more accurate measurement to evaluate the PECM performance 
than current efficiency and is based on the calculation of the energy required passing a 
specified current across the machining gap [1]. However, it is complicated to measure or 
calculate energy efficiency directly from experimental results and current efficiency is 
easier and more convenient to illustrate than energy efficiency, thus current efficiency is 
applied in this investigation. 
 
2.9       Factors Influencing Current Efficiency  
            In practice other side reactions may exist, like oxygen and chlorine precipitation 
from anode; some metal dissolved as high valence ion thus extra quantity of electric 
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charge will be consumed. The amount of electrolyzed metal will be smaller than the 
theoretical value sometimes. Figure 2.5 indicates the factors influencing current 
efficiency. Electrical conductivity played a crucial role in current efficiency. Heat 
transfer, electrolyte flow, electrode structural geometry, and mass balance may affect 
electrical conductivity by heat generation, products flush, electrode position, and gas 
generation respectively.   
 
Fig. 2.5 Factors influencing current efficiency 
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CHAPTER3 
EXPETIMETS AND RESULTS 
 
3.1       Experimental Objectives  
            To study the current efficiency of PECM, it is necessary to identify and 
understand the factors affecting the current efficiency. The factors affecting the current 
efficiency have been studied by conducting series of machining experiments using nickel 
alloy as workpiece. Nickel alloys have several applications including high temperature 
resistant applications, shape memory applications, and wet corrosion applications, such 
as exhaust nozzles, nickel foams, solid-oxide fuel cells. The experimental setup of the 
PECM has been shown in the Section 3.2. The effect of the different process parameters 
such as the electrolyte and its flow rate, current density, duty cycle and pulse on-time has 
been studied and has been reported in the following chapters. The results have been 
analyzed and presented in the Section 3.4. The statistical analysis conducted by SPSS has 
been shown in the Section 3.5. 
 
3.2       Experimental Setup  
            The experimental setup consists of a pulse/DC power supply, a relay with digital 
timer, a personal computer with USB data acquisition device, an electrolyte holding tank 
(~1L), the electrolyte, a workpiece fixture, a vertical slide with stepper motor, and a 
pump drive with pressure gauge. Figure 3.1 shows the PECM setup used for the 
experiments. 
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Fig. 3.1 The electrochemical machining system 
  
            The power supply manufactured by Rapid Power Technologies Inc. is capable of 
generating both constant current and constant voltage. The average current produced in 
DC mode is 100 amps. The power supply is rated at a peak current of 200 amps in pulse 
mode. It provides up to 30 volts in pulse mode. Moreover, the pulse on/off-time can be 
set to desired amount ranging from 0.1 to 100 milliseconds. The voltage can be set 
directly through the control knobs. 
            The Gralab 645 Digital timer that connected to a relay is capable to provide the 
accurate machine time. The digital timer can be programmed to correct length of 
machining time from 0.1 second to 99 hours 99 minutes and 9 seconds. 
            The vertical slide and the stepper motor controller are manufactured by Velmex 
Inc. and are capable to place accurate tool electrode placement and movement. They are 
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used to set the initial interelectrode gap and keep electrode stationary during every 
experiment. One rotation of the shaft movement (cause the tool electrode move up or 
down 2mm) requires 400 pulses from the controller, which means each pulse contributes 
to tool electrode movement of 5µm.  
            There is a need for temperature control of experiments. This is accomplished by a 
Corning PC-620D stirring hot plate with a 10" x 10" (25.4 x 25.4cm) Pyroceram top and 
a digital temperature display. The digital hot plate offers consistent and repeatable 
temperature settings from 5°C (if ambient temperature is 0°C or lower) up to 550°C. The 
digital LED temperature display is adjustable in 5°C increments and blinks until set 
temperature is reached. Meanwhile, a thermometer (range from 0 to 200  is used to 
measure the electrolyte temperature. 
            The workpiece sample material: nickel alloy, which is ASTM B435 (UNS 
N06002), has the composition by % weight: Cr - 20.5%-23.0%, Fe - 17.0%-20.0%, Mo - 
8.0%-10.0%, and Ni – Remainder. The nickel alloy was cut into small pieces of 1.25cm 
by 1.25cm under the help from engineering and science research support facility in 
University of Nebraska.  
            The interelectrode gap was usually set from 0.025 to 0.76mm according to 
literature. The gap could only be set in 0.005mm increments and the value of 0.05mm 
was chosen in this experiments.  
            Figure 3.2 is a simplified schematic of the ECM cell apparatus. The electrolyte 
flow direction, which is from the right of the workpiece to the left with a certain rate 
flushing away products of the electrochemical reaction with the heat generated in the 
process. Possible electrochemical reactions of nickel alloy as workpiece and sodium 
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chloride and/or sodium nitrate as electrolyte are shown in figure 3.3. The current 
efficiency is calculated as [1]:  
       !"   "  !##  $#’ "& '()  *100%     (3.1) 
 
            where k is the average electrochemical equivalent of the workpiece and can be 
calculated as equation 3.2[1]. Energy consumption per unit material removal is studied 
under different experimental conditions and each condition has one replicate to determine 
the optimum combination of process parameters to achieve energy efficiency. 
            k= +$',-.-/-  0,1.1/1  0,2.2/2  03                                                                                        (3.2) 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 Principle scheme of electrochemical machining       
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Fig. 3.3 Possible electrochemical reactions 
 
3.3        Experimental Design 
            A continuous D.C. voltage (7-25 volts) is usually applied with the current density 
ranging from an order of 10 A/cm2 to 103 A/cm2. Electrolyte (typically NaCl or NaN03 
aqueous solutions) is supplied to flow through the gap with a high velocity of 10-60 m/s 
to maintain the electrochemical dissolutions on the workpiece surface and to flush away 
the waste products and heat generated during the electrochemical reactions. The anodic 
electrochemical dissolution occurs during the short pulse on-times, each ranging from 0.1 
ms to 5 ms [25, 32].   
 
3.3.1    Screening Design Experiment 
            The preliminary design of experiments is the feasibility study and conducted to 
reduce the number of parameters for next randomized experiment by analyzing their 
statistical significance on current efficiency. Eight variables are chosen in the screening 
design experiment including duty cycle, pulse on-time, machining time, temperature, type 
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of electrolyte, electrolyte concentration, electrolyte flow rate, and current density. There 
are two levels for each parameter making up a 16 run geometric design experiment. Table 
3.1 indicates the parameters with low and high levels. The 16 run geometric design with 
experimental results is shown in table 3.2. Parameters and their ranges were chosen based 
on literature and machine limitation.  
 
Table 3.1 List of factors and their levels for the screening design experiment 
Factors Labels Low level setting (-1) High level setting (+1) 
Duty cycle( 45 6789450:;; 6789) A 40% 80% 
Pulse on- time B 5ms 30ms 
Machining time C 4min 8min 
Temperature D 25< 35< 
Type of  electrolyte E NaNO NaNO +citric acid 
Electrolyte concentration 
(weight %, water as 
solvent) 
F NaNO10% NaNO 20% 
Electrolyte flow rate G 0ml/min 2500ml/min 
Current density H 3.2 A/cm2 51.2A/cm2 
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Table 3.2 Design matrix of a 16 run geometric design and experimental results 
Run A B C D E F G H η (current 
efficiency %) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12.21 
2 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 9.08 
3 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 11.63 
4 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 14.92 
5 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 15.95 
6 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 16.2 
7 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 9.35 
8 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 9.77 
9 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 13.81 
10 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 16.2 
11 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 10.36 
12 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 15.95 
13 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 14.92 
14 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 11.28 
15 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 9.15 
16 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 9.06 
 
3.3.2    Randomized Experiment 
            Based on the results from the preliminary experiments, factors having significant 
effects on current efficiency need further examined with the purpose of improving current 
efficiency. This randomized experiment aims to supplement the first set of experiment 
and expects more information about the interrelationships between different factors. The 
four kinds of electrolyte from the last experiment were continuing used and the other 
parameters in this experiment cover electrolyte flow rate, and current density. Table 3.3 
indicates different levels for each factor and experimental results.  
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Table 3.3 List of factors and experimental results  
Flow rate Current 
density 
E1 
(NaNO3 
10%) 
E2 
(NaNO310% 
+citric acid 
10%) 
E3 
(NaNO3 
20%) 
E4 
(NaNO320% 
+citric acid 
10%) 
Current efficiency (%) 
500ml/min 
 
3.2A/cm^2 12.54 12.32 15.92 14.33 
6.4A/cm^2 8.87 8.79 12.33 12.56 
12.8A/cm^2 19.03 18.56 22.81 23.46 
25.6A/cm^2 36.78 37.95 48.95 49.06 
51.2A/cm^2 23.56 31.5 31.25 44.72 
1000ml/min 
 
3.2A/cm^2 11.86 10.8 15.25 14.67 
6.4A/cm^2 10.55 9.86 13.38 12.56 
12.8A/cm^2 20.33 18.96 25.25 26.75 
25.6A/cm^2 38.25 37.96 50.68 44.23 
51.2A/cm^2 37.85 38.25 28.86 36.78 
1600ml/min 
 
3.2A/cm^2 14.92 11.96 18.7 14.92 
6.4A/cm^2 9.35 10.55 11.96 10.36 
12.8A/cm^2 18.32 20.46 23.45 25.64 
25.6A/cm^2 40.13 41.25 54.68 56.87 
51.2A/cm^2 60.16 61.86 74.75 77.83 
2500ml/min 
 
3.2A/cm^2 14.92 12.31 18.2 16.43 
6.4A/cm^2 10.36 10.67 9.77 9.31 
12.8A/cm^2 20.64 16.74 30.1 20.56 
25.6A/cm^2 46.87 39.5 45.13 44.78 
51.2A/cm^2 64.83 56.63 70.1 60.34 
 
 
3.4        Results 
            In the screening design experiment, parameters having significant influence on 
current efficiency were chosen after running variable analysis through Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and the results are shown in figure 3.4:  
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Fig. 3.4 Relations between estimated marginal means of current efficiency and variable parameters 
 
            It can be seen from the result that type of electrolyte, electrolyte concentration, 
electrolyte flow rate, and current density affect the current efficiency significantly. 
Increased machining time, temperature, and electrolyte flow rate lead to higher current 
efficiency. The small duty cycle, short pulse on-time, long machining time and high 
electrolyte temperature make higher current efficiency possible, meanwhile, sodium 
nitride with higher concentration guides to higher current efficiency compared with 
sodium chloride.  
 
3.4.1    Effect of Current Density 
            The overall effects of current density on current efficiency are shown in figures 
3.5-3.8 separately. The current efficiency achieved with increasing current density was 
 almost increased. However, there was an exception 
3.2A/cm2 to 6.4A/cm2. In this case, current efficiency decreased but not significant
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3.4.2    Effect of Electrolyte Flow Rate 
           The current efficiency was reduced when the rates of the flow were kept low. 
Insufficient flow does not allow the products of machining to be so readily flushed from 
the machining gap. 
 
3.4.3    Effect of Electrolyte 
            By comparing E+ (NaNO10%) and E? (NaNO10%+ citric acid 10%) as well as 
E (NaNO20%) andEC'NaNO20% D  citric acid 10% from figure 3.9 and 3.10, the 
current efficiency decreased when citric acid was added to sodium nitride. Citric acid is a 
weak acid and not easy to form anions and cations, so the anodic dissolution is slowed 
down. The current efficiency increased when sodium nitride concentration increased by 
comparing E+  ( NaNO10% and E'NaNO20%. Increased electrolyte concentration 
can cause electrolyte conductivity increase for some electrolytes, and the electrolyte 
conductivity is inversely proportional to the resistance drop (IR), which is a component 
of voltage drop across a PECM cell. Therefore, the required voltage, hence the power (as 
the current is fixed) can be decreased. In this case, the required power will be decreased 
and higher energy efficiency achieved. 
 Fig. 3.9 Current Efficiency Results: Effect of Electrolyte and Current Density
 
Fig. 3.10 Current Efficiency Results: Effect of Electrolyte and Flow Rate
 
            In conclusion, current efficiency was higher when applying a faster electrolyte 
flow rate for all of the four kinds of electrolyte. However, the current efficiency 
decreased indistinctly when a flow rate increased from 1600ml/min to 2500ml/min.
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electrolyte flow flushes away the increasing contamination of reaction products, which 
cut off workpiece material dissolution.  A higher current density almost led to higher 
current efficiency for all the electrolyte cases, whereas, the current efficiency was always 
decreased when a current density increased from 3.2A/cm2to 6.4A/cm2. Choice of 
electrolyte did not significantly affect the current efficiency, as seen from figure 3.9 and 
3.10. A higher electrolyte concentration led to a higher current efficiency. 
 
3.5    Statistical Analysis           
            A model for predicting and simplifying the relations between current efficiency 
and the variables electrolyte, electrolyte flow rates, and current density after analyzing 
their complex relations and interactions is developed here.  All statistical analyses were 
carried out on the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).  The regression 
analyses were performed using the stepwise regression procedure with alpha equal to 
0.05. Three ANOVAs were used – one with all variables included and one each for each 
of the two kinds of electrolyte.  Additionally, three regression analyses were conducted – 
one with all variables and one each for each of the two kinds of electrolyte. 
            The results from ANOVA indicate whether the classes of variables have different 
effects on current efficiency. However, ANOVA cannot give quantitative relationships 
between the parameters. Therefore, regression analysis was applied to the data to 
quantitatively determine the specific relationships between the variables and their 
interactions. The regression procedure was applied to determine the experimental 
behavior of the current efficiency after PECM by varying the parameters electrolyte 
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concentration(C), electrolyte flow rate (V), current density (J) and interactions among the 
various parameters.  
 
3.5.1    Statistical Analysis of Current Efficiency with Two Kinds of Electrolyte  
            This analysis was done on two kinds of electrolyte, two levels of concentration 
(C), four levels of electrolyte flow rate (V), and five levels of current density (J). The 
categories of electrolyte (E) were NaNO3 electrolyte (represented by “0”) and NaNO3 & 
citric acid (represented by “1”).  Electrolyte concentration (C) levels were 10% and 20%. 
The electrolyte flow rate (V) levels were 500ml/min, 1000ml/min, 1600ml/min, and 
2500ml/min.  The five levels of current density (J) were 3.2A/cm2, 6.4/cm2, 12.8A/cm2, 
25.6A/cm2, and 51.2A/cm2.  
 
            ANOVA 
            The initial model that was investigated in the general form of the four factor 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) model for this study was: 
            η=L+E+C+V+J+E*C+E*V+E*J+CMV+C*J+V*J +N                                   (3.3) 
            where,  
                       η is the current efficiency 
                       E is the electrolytes 
                       C is the electrolyte concentration (weight %) 
                       V is the electrolyte flow rate (ml/min) 
                       J is the current density (A/cm2) 
                       E*C is the interaction term between electrolyte and its concentration 
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   E*V is the interaction term between electrolyte and its flow rate 
       E*J is the interaction term between electrolyte and current density 
                       CMV is the interaction term between concentration and flow rate 
                        C*J is the interaction term between concentration and current density 
                        V*J is the interaction term between flow rate and current density      
 
            The ANOVA results are shown in table 3.4 along with the results of the Duncan 
Multiple Range tests for V and J.  The results show that electrolyte was not significant 
and that C, V, J, E*V, C*J, and V*J were significant.  The Duncan tests showed two 
groupings for the V levels and that all levels of J differed significantly. The three 
interaction graph pairs indicate that the interactions are not just significant but important. 
 
Table 3.4 ANOVA results for two kinds of electrolytes 
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Table 3.5 Duncan test result of electrolyte flow rate (V) for two kinds of electrolytes 
 
 
Table 3.6 Duncan test result of current density (J) for two kinds of electrolytes 
 
 
Fig. 3.11 Plots of current efficiency (Y) and variables of electrolyte (E), concentration (C), electrolyte flow 
rate (V), and current density (J) for two kinds of electrolytes 
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Fig. 3.12 Plots of current efficiency (Y) and two-way terms (E*V, C*J, and V*J) for two kinds of 
electrolytes 
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          The graphs of the means for the four levels of flow rate are not parallel, and the 
graphs of the means for the two levels of electrolytes are also not parallel in the first two 
plots in figure 3.12, implying that the interactions would be considered important 
interactions. The graphs of the means for the five levels of current density are not parallel, 
and graphs of the means for the two levels of electrolyte concentration are also not 
parallel in the third and forth plots in figure 3.12, implying that the interactions would be 
considered important interactions. The means curves for the five levels of current density 
are not parallel, and the means curves for the four levels of flow rate are also not parallel 
in the last two plots in figure 3.12 , implying that the interactions would therefore be 
considered important interactions. 
 
            Linear Regression Analysis 
          For the stepwise linear regression for this study all of the variables included in the 
ANOVA model and the squared values of C, V, and J were included as potential 
variables. 
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            The results of the stepwise regression analysis are shown in table 3.7 with the 
final model having five significant parameters including current density (J) and four two-
way interaction terms (O?, V*J, P?, and C*J). This model is given by: 
η=5.938 +1.253J +3.753* 10CP M O+1.877C*JQ1.239* 10R P? Q2.204* 10? O?            
                                                                                                                                      (3.4) 
 
Table 3.7 Regression results from SPSS for two kinds of electrolyte 
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Table 3.8 Linear regression models and exclude variables result for two kinds of electrolyte 
 
 
3.5.2    Statistical Analysis of Current Efficiency with Electrolyte of NaNO3 
            This analysis was done on two levels of concentration (C), four levels of 
electrolyte flow rate (V), and five levels of current density (J). Electrolyte concentration 
(C) levels were 10% and 20%. The electrolyte flow rate (V) levels were 500ml/min, 
1000ml/min, 1600ml/min, and 2500ml/min.  The five levels of current density (J) were 
3.2A/cm2, 6.4/cm2, 12.8A/cm2, 25.6A/cm2, and 51.2A/cm2.          
 
            ANOVA 
            The initial model that was investigated in the general form of the three factor 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) model for this study was: 
            η=L+C+V+J+CMV+C*J+V*J +N                                                                    (3.5) 
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            The ANOVA results are shown in table 3.9 along with the results of the Duncan 
Multiple Range tests for V and J.  The results show that V, J, and V*J were significant.  
The Duncan tests showed two groupings for the V levels and that all levels of J differed 
significantly. The interaction graph pair indicate that the interactions are not just 
significant but important. 
 
Table 3.9 ANOVA results for electrolyte of NaNO3 
 
 
Table 3.10 Duncan test result of electrolyte flow rate (V) for NaNO3 electrolyte 
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Table 3.11 Duncan test result of current density (J) for NaNO3 electrolyte 
 
 
Fig. 3.13 Plots of current efficiency (Y) and variables of electrolyte concentration (C), electrolyte flow rate 
(V), and current density (J) for NaNO3 electrolyte 
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Fig. 3.14 Plots of current efficiency (Y) and two-way terms for NaNO3 electrolyte 
 
 
 
            The graphs of the means for the five levels of current density are not parallel, and 
the graphs of the means for the four levels of flow rate are also not parallel in the plots in 
figure 3.14, implying that the interactions would be considered important interactions.           
              
            Linear Regression Analysis 
            For the stepwise linear regression for this study all of the variables included in the 
ANOVA model and the squared values of C, V, and J were included as potential 
variables. 
            The results of the stepwise regression analysis are shown in table 3.12 with the 
final model having two significant parameters including two-way interaction terms C*J 
and V*J. The results indicate that the interrelationships among the variables have stronger 
influence on the current efficiency than any of the single dependent parameters. The 
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relation between current density and current efficiency can vary in electrolyte 
concentration and flow rate.   This model is given by: 
            η=12.681 +1.961C*J+3.609* 10CV*J                                                            (3.6) 
 
Table 3.12 Regression results from SPSS for NaNO3 electrolyte 
 
 
 
Table 3.13 Linear regression models and excluded variables result for NaNO3 electrolyte 
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3.5.3    Statistical Analysis of Current Efficiency with Electrolyte of NaNO3 and 
Citric acid 
            This analysis was done on two levels of concentration (C), four levels of electrolyte 
flow rate (V), and five levels of current density (J). Electrolyte concentration (C) levels 
were 10% and 20%. The electrolyte flow rate (V) levels were 500ml/min, 1000ml/min, 
1600ml/min, and 2500ml/min.  The five levels of current density (J) were 3.2A/cm2, 
6.4/cm2, 12.8A/cm2, 25.6A/cm2, and 51.2A/cm2.   The citric acid concentration is 10% by 
weight and stays constant.           
 
            ANOVA 
            The initial model that was investigated in the general form of the three factor 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) model for this study was: 
            η=L+C+V+J+CMV+C*J+V*J +N                                                                    (3.5) 
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            The ANOVA results are shown in table 3.14 along with the results of the Duncan 
Multiple Range tests for V and J.  The results show that C, V, J, V*J and C*J were 
significant.  The Duncan tests showed two groupings for the V levels and that all levels 
of J differed significantly.  The two interaction graph pairs indicate that the interactions 
are not just significant but important. 
 
Table 3.14 ANOVA results for electrolyte of NaNO3 and Citric acid 
 
 
Table 3.15 Duncan test result of electrolyte flow rate (V) for NaNO3 and citric acid electrolyte 
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Table 3.16 Duncan test result of current density (J) for NaNO3 and citric acid electrolyte
 
 
Fig. 3.15 Plots of current efficiency (Y) and variables of electrolyte concentration (C), electrolyte flow rate 
(V), and current density (J) for NaNO3 and citric acid electrolyte 
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Fig. 3.16 Plots of current efficiency (Y) and two-way terms (V*J and C*J) for NaNO3 and citric acid 
electrolyte 
 
 
 
 
            The graphs of the means for the five levels of current density are not parallel, and 
the graphs of the means for the four levels of flow rate are also not parallel in the first 
two plots in figure 3.16, implying that the interactions would be considered important 
interactions.   The graphs of the means for the five levels of current density are not 
parallel, and the graphs of the means for the two levels of electrolyte concentration are 
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also not parallel in the first two plots in the last two plots in figure 3.16, implying that the 
interactions would be considered important interactions.           
           
            Linear Regression Analysis 
            For the stepwise linear regression for this study all of the variables included in the 
ANOVA model and the squared values of C, V, and J were included as potential 
variables. The results of the stepwise regression analysis are shown in table 3.17 with the 
final model having two significant parameters including current density (J) and three 
two-way interaction terms (O?, V*J, and C*J).   This model is given by: 
            η=2.394 +1.451J-2.091* 10? O?+1.883* 10C V*J+2.105C*J                   (3.7)           
                                                               
Table 3.17 Regression results from SPSS for electrolyte of NaNO3 and Citric acid 
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Table 3.18 Linear regression models and excluded variables result for electrolyte of NaNO3 and Citric acid 
 
 
            The results from this statistical analysis can be explained by introducing electrical 
conductivity.  High electrolyte concentration helps increasing electrical conductivity and 
high current efficiency could be achieved consequently. Sufficient electrolyte flow allows 
the products of machining to be so readily flushed from the machining gap, thus improve 
current efficiency.  
 
3.5.4    Comparison of the Models Developed with New Experimental Data 
            Twenty new data points were collected to verify the adequacy of the models 
developed.  One electrolyte flow rate value was randomly selected as 1600ml/min for this 
validation.  Two levels of concentration (10% and 20%) were used and five levels of 
current density (3.2A/cm2, 6.4/cm2, 12.8A/cm2, 25.6A/cm2, and 51.2A/cm2) were used. 
These experimental results were obtained by changing the parameter of pulse on-time 
from 5ms to 15ms.  This resulted in 20 new data points.  
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            The results were compared with the values predicted by the models and their 
associated prediction intervals.  The comparisons were done in two ways - compare the 
profiles of the current efficiency graphically and compare the current efficiency (η) 
values obtained from actual experiments with the predicted values and their associated 
prediction intervals obtained from the linear regression models.  
            Figure 3.17 shows the current efficiency value for NaNO3 electrolyte with the 
plots of actual experimental values and the model generated values. Figure 3.18 shows 
the current efficiency value for NaNO3 and citric acid electrolyte with the plots of actual 
experimental values and the model generated current efficiency values. Both the figures 
indicate that for all cases, there are small differences between the actual values and the 
model generated values. However, the differences in figure 3.18 are obviously larger than 
figure 3.17, which indicates the model for NaNO3 electrolyte may be more accurate than 
the model for NaNO3 and citric acid electrolyte.  That is the indication for this data. 
 
Fig. 3.17 Comparison of current efficiency values of NaNO3 electrolyte 
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Fig. 3.18 Comparison of current efficiency values of NaNO3 +Citric acid electrolyte 
 
            Prediction intervals from the models and experimental results for the two kinds of 
electrolytes are shown in table 3.19 and table 3.20 separately. It can be seen from table 
3.19 that all of the experimental results fell within their corresponding prediction 
intervals.  However, for table 3.20, the last experimental result (in red) doesn’t fall within 
its corresponding prediction interval. A conclusion can be derived that the two linear 
regression models are basically reliable.  
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Table 3.19 Comparison of current efficiency values of NaNO3 electrolyte 
NaNO3 Electrolyte 
 
Parameters results from 
experiment 
prediction interval  
from model  Flow rate Concentration Current density 
1600ml/min 10% 3.2A/cm2 12.92 -3.77755 34.08972 
6.4A/cm2 9.56 -1.25642 36.51926 
12.8A/cm2 15.18 3.74975 41.41441 
25.6A/cm2 34.56 13.61678 51.35004 
51.2A/cm2 52.69 32.78068 71.79147 
20% 3.2A/cm2 15.95 -3.11666 34.68383 
6.4A/cm2 13.81 0.05593 37.71691 
12.8A/cm2 21.98 6.33617 43.848 
25.6A/cm2 39.72 18.63488 56.37197 
51.2A/cm2 66.78 42.22953 82.42267 
             
Table 3.20 Comparison of current efficiency values of NaNO3 +Citric acid electrolyte 
NaNO3 and  Citric acid Electrolyte 
 
Parameters results from 
experiment 
prediction interval  
from model  Flow rate Concentration Current density 
1600ml/min 10% 3.2A/cm2 10.14 -6.63141 23.55376 
6.4A/cm2 10.9 -0.78197 28.9816 
12.8A/cm2 16.5 9.20313 38.98206 
25.6A/cm2 40.68 23.54466 54.33565 
51.2A/cm2 53.45 31.97172 64.19476 
20% 3.2A/cm2 16.25 -5.95789 24.22727 
6.4A/cm2 12.64 0.56507 30.32863 
12.8A/cm2 26.59 11.89721 41.67614 
25.6A/cm2 53.94 28.93281 59.7238 
51.2A/cm2 77.02 42.74803 74.97106 
 
            The difference between the regression models and experimental results can be 
explained. The regression models are based on the theoretical assumption that the 
independent variable values are exact and can be set without error or variation.  This is 
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probably not absolutely true.  Additionally, there is the assumption that the current 
efficiency is only due to the parameters selected from previous experiments and other 
influence factors like temperature and pulse on-time are considered as fixed factors. In 
fact, the pulse on-time was different for the validation data and may explain some of the 
variation of the actual values from the predicted values.  The electrolyte flow rate has an 
effect on current efficiency through heat generation, pulse on/off –time could also affect 
current efficiency to a certain extant in a similar way. The parameter values are restricted 
to a certain range in these experiments for an in-house built electrochemical cell. In 
statistical analysis, the stepwise regression algorithm allows a variable brought into the 
model at an earlier stage, to be dropped subsequently if it is no longer helpful in 
conjunction with variables added at later stages [33].  
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CHAPTER 4 
MODELING AND SIMULATION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
            This study presents a simulation model for the anodic dissolution process in 
PECM which takes into consideration the activation and concentration overpotential at 
electrodes, and diffusion layer on the electrode surface. Most of the previous studies 
assume insignificant overpotential, negligible oxides formation on electrode surfaces, 
unimportant electric field effects of the edge at the work cavity, and constant electrolyte 
conductivity during PECM process [34]. In spite of the reported studies, an investigation 
into the anodic dissolution process in PECM is needed to explain the effect of the process 
parameters on current efficiency and to understand the mechanism of pulse 
electrochemical machining. Experimental studies indicate the validity of the proposed 
simulation model.  
            The modeling and simulation starts with the problem statement [35]. PECM is a 
stochastic process involving complex electrochemical reactions during metal dissolution. 
The nature of this process makes it difficult to fully understand the process. With 
simplifying assumptions, any complex process can be separated into simpler processes 
that yield a mechanism to control the process. In the same way, the process of metal 
removal in PECM can be categorized into an electrical process (applying the pulse 
current), a chemical process (chemical reactions), a thermal process (heating of the 
electrolyte), and a hydrodynamic process (machining products removal). When the pulse 
current power supply is applied to two electrodes that are submerged in an electrolyte, the 
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atoms and ions interchange by the addition of electrons from the external circuit. The 
chemical reactions depend upon the workpiece material and the electrolyte type. The 
external power supply accelerates the chemical reactions by providing extra electrons. 
The anodic electrochemical dissolution occurs during the pulse on-times and the 
electrolyte is heated up by converting electrical work into heat. The flowing electrolyte 
flushes away dissolution products (sludge, gas bubbles and heat) from the interelectrode 
gap during the pulse off-times. In PECM process, the accumulation of machining 
products hinders the further machining.  To remove these products, pulse current and 
flowing electrolyte could induce electrolyte turbulence and thus increase electrolyte 
conductivity.  
4.2 Current Density Expression and Electrode Potential Estimation 
4.2.1 Pulse Current 
            This section discusses about the non- sinusoidal periodic pulse current (figure 
4.1).  Fourier series was used to form the pulse current equation in terms of the 
harmonics.  
 
 
Fig. 4.1 Non- sinusoidal periodic pulse current with pulse on-time ( and pulse off-time ( 
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            The current density O as a function of time t is given by [36, 37] 
            O'  SO! '0 T  T ?UV O '?UV W  W XY=S
Z '0 T  T ?UV 0 '?UV W  W XY                                                       (4.1) 
 [\], O!=_O · '1 D `,`aa)QO] 
            where, 
                       O! is the peak current density 
                      
`,`aa is the ratio of pulse on-time and pulse off-time 
                         O is the base current density 
            If the function O' has period of  2b , then its Fourier series is [36, 37]  
O'  [c D ∑ '[(∞(e+ cos h D i( sin h  Zc D ∑ Z(∞(e+ sin' h D k(       (4.2)    
            with Fourier coefficients defined by the integrals [36, 37] 
                         [c  12b l O'?mc ]'h 
                        [(  1b l O'?mc  cos h ]'h 
                        i(  1b l O'?mc  sin h ]'h 
                       Zc  [c 
                       Z(  n[(? D i(?, [(=Z( sin k(, i(=Z( cos k( 
                       k(  [op tan [(i(  
            The constants Zc, Z(, and k( for the non- sinusoidal periodic pulse current 
(figure 4.2) are  
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                        Zc  Z2.5 
                       Z(  Zb nQ2'cos'0.8b Q 1 
                       k(   [op tan Zb sin'0.8bZb _1 Q cos'0.8b 
            Thus, the Fourier series is given by 
          O'  s?.V D ∑ s(m nQ2'cos'0.8b Q 1∞(e+ sin'h D [op tan t75'c.u(m_+v:t'c.u(mw   (4.3)       
                           [\], s?.V is the direct current component 
                                      Z+ is the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic '  1) 
                                 Z? is the amplitude of the second harmonic '  2 
            Figure 4.2 shows the direct current, the fundamental harmonic, and the second 
harmonic of the Fourier series for current density. In this case, the current density can 
now be rewritten omitting the third and higher harmonic as  
            O'  s?.V D 0.61Z cos' D 0.19Z sin'zc°                                                    (4.4) 
 
Fig. 4.2 Part of the Fourier series for the square wave function 
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4.2.2 Electrode Potential 
            In this section, the electrolyte concentration, thickness of diffusion layer, and the 
diffusion coefficient were considered as constants to get the equations for actual 
potentials at anode and cathode. The actual potentials can be expressed as [1]  
            E= '| D ', at the cathode                                             (4.5)                         
            E= }'!!"# Q _'| D 'w, at the anode                         (4.6)                             
            where, 
                     '| is the activation overpotential 
                     ' is the concentration overpotential 
            The activation overpotential and concentration overpotential are given by [1] 
              '|=?.c~ log Jc+?.c~ 'O'                                                    (4.7)         
             '=Q (U \'1 D ' -/2·' )                                                           (4.8)                                     
             where, 
                          Oc  10VA/cm2, and [  1/2 
                           k is Boltzmann’s constant ( 1.380 6504(24) × 10−23 J K−1) 
                           R is the universal gas constant (8.314JK-1 mol-1) 
                            is the value of the bulk concentration of the electrolyte,  
                           C is the thickness of  depends on the electrolyte flow conditions 
                           D is the diffusion coefficient, which depends on concentration  
                              and temperature, and assumed constant, D 10Vcm2/s 
                           u is the ionic mobility 
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                           e is the electronic charge (1.6* 10+z  
                          U is the local solution velocity, assume U=0 
                           c is the hydrodynamic, laminar boundary layer thickness  
                           v is the kinematic viscosity of the solution, v 10cm2/s 
            Substituting equations (4.7) & (4.8) into (4.5) & (4.6) separately we get 
            E= 0.5 Q 0.03 log'O' Q 0.025 ln_1 D '1.7 * 10?+O'w,  at the cathode      (4.9)                                                            
            E=9.5+0.03 log'O' D 0.025 ln_1 D '1.7 * 10?+O'w , at the anode          (4.10)                             
            where, 
                     O' is the current density with function of time 
 
4.3 Analysis of the Anodic Dissolution Process 
4.3.1 Chemical Reactions and Model Assumptions 
            The physical model for the machining products removal is shown in the figure 
4.3. The heat transfer is through convection and conduction. The momentum transport is 
treated as a turbulent flow, which is built on a Reynolds average formulation of Navier-
Stokes equations. The Nernst-Planck application mode is applied to predict the transport 
and reaction, which are caused by the convection, diffusion, and migration in the electro 
neutrality condition. We are assuming the reactions take place at the anode and the 
cathode are nickel dissolution and hydrogen evolution. Only the reactions that take place 
close to the electrodes are considered. The chemical reaction equations and their 
corresponding standard electrode potential are [38] 
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Ni Q 2 e−  Ni2+   (−0.25 P), at the anode 
2 H+ + 2 e−  H2 ↑ (−0.42 P), at the cathode 
 
Fig. 4.3 Physical model of products removal 
 
            In this study, Faraday’s law is employed to theoretically analyze the PECM 
process. The analysis is based on the following assumptions:  
1. the material valence is identified before processing;  
2. only activation overpotential and concentration overpotential are considered;  
3. the non-sinusoidal periodic pulse current is approximately equal to the sum of the 
direct current component, the fundamental harmonic, and the second harmonic; 
4. the metal is only removed by the dissolution, that is, collapse does not happen. 
The processed material is dissolved at the atomic level, and the atoms do not 
exfoliate and cluster in a group.  
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4.3.2 Modeling Procedures 
            In order to build up the anodic dissolution process simulation model, the current 
efficiency behavior needs to be parameterized at first. This required conducting 
experiments using the in-house designed PECM setup. The experimental results obtained 
from the third set of experiments are shown in Appendix A4. The results of the stepwise 
regression analysis from chapter three indicate that the interrelationships among the 
variables have stronger influence on the current efficiency than any of the single 
dependent parameters. The relation between current density and current efficiency can 
vary in electrolyte concentration and flow rate. This model is given by the equation (3.6). 
 
Fig 4.4 Meshed geometry of modeled device  
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            The PECM model comprises several physical domains: energy transport by 
conduction and convection, Navier-Stokes flow description, and mass transport. All the 
physical domains are linked by process variables being solved simultaneously. Figure 4.4 
indicates the meshed geometry of the modeled PECM cell, which has meshed points of 
1626, and depicts the electrolyte flow direction and workpiece positions. Table 4.1 shows 
the parameters used in this model. 
 
Table 4.1 Parameters used in the COMSOL Multiphysics model 
 
Constant Value 
Faraday’s constant (F) 96485 C/mol 
Universal gas constant (R) 8.314J/K·mol 
Boltzmann’s constant (k) 1.38× 10−23 J /K 
Electrochemical coefficient(κ) 2.62* 10Cg/amp·s 
Initial temperature (Tc) 298K 
Specific heat of the electrolyte' c9) 4.2J/K·g 
Thermal conductivity electrolyte (T) 0.6 W/(m·K) 
Electrode length (x) 1cm 
Current density (O') Z2.5 D 0.61Z cos' D 0.19Z sin' Q 90°3  
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            The mathematical description is started with the governing equations and 
boundary equations. Since we have assumed that heat transfer was through convection 
and conduction in the energy transport mode we start with it. 
 
Energy transport 
            The model is described by an energy transport equation with both convection and 
conduction; see equation 4.11. In these equations, T is the temperature (K),    is the 
velocity (m/s),   represents density (kg/m3),    equals the thermal conductivity 
(W/(m·K)), and C is the heat capacity (J/(kg·K)) [39]. 
ρCu · ¡T Q ¡ · '¡X  0                                                                              (4.11) 
            The boundary conditions for the problem are: 1) set the inlet temperature to 298 
K; 2) at the outlet, apply convective flux as a boundary condition. It assumes that heat 
transport is dominated by convection and follows form \ · '¡X  0 ; 3) at all other 
boundaries, insulating conditions apply: \ · ¢Q¡X D !X£  0 
 
Momentum transport 
            The model is described by Navier-Stokes equations with both convection and 
conduction, see equation 4.12. In these equations,  denotes the viscosity of the solution 
(kg/ (m·s)),  is the velocity (m/s),  represents density (kg/m3), ¤ is the pressure (Pa) 
[39]. 
 ' · ¡  ¡ · ¥Q¤	 D '¡ D '¡U Q ¦?§ ¨ '¡ · 	© D ª 
¡ · '  0                                                                                                     (4.12) 
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            The boundary conditions for the problem are: 1)  « Q N  equations in the fluid 
domain; 2) specified velocity at the inlet; 3) specified pressure at the outlet, the viscous 
stress is assumed to be zero, and the pressure is set according to the atmospheric 
conditions: ¤  10V¬ 
 
Mass transport 
            This mass transport mode was conducted in a one dimensional condition. The 
computational domain is the distance away from workpiece. The governing and boundary 
equations are given as [39] 
¡ · _­ ∑ ® 'Q ¯¡ Q ®­¡Pw  ­ ∑ ® °                                           (4.13) 
Q\ · ­ ∑ ® 'Q ¯¡ Q ®­¡P  ±c                                                     (4.14) 
 
            In the above equations,  is the concentration (mol/m3), ¯ give the diffusivities 
(m2/s), ® equals the charge,  represents the mobility ((mol·m2)/ (J· s)), and ° is the 
production term for species i (mol/ (m3·s)), F denotes Faraday’s constant (C/mol), and V 
is the potential (V). The mobility,   can be expressed in terms of ¯, R, and T as 
   ²³U . The species considered in the model are the protons, nickel, sodium and 
hydrogen. This simplified model considers only a one dimensional model of the transport 
between two electrodes. At the electrode surface specified the fluxes for the ionic species 
that are included in the electrode reactions, ´0[\] µ±?0. For the inert ionic species, Na+, 
the transport through the electrode surface equals zero.  
            The anodic dissolution simulation results greatly support and minimize 
experimental effort but cannot eliminate actual experiments. Based on the parameterized 
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current efficiency behavior that discussed at the beginning of section 4.3.2, the current 
efficiency fit model is given by 
           η=12.681 +1.961*O'+3.609* 10C *O'                                                (4.15) 
            In the above equation,   O' is the current density with function of time,  is the 
velocity (m/s) from the momentum transport equation (4.12),   is the concentration 
(mol/m3) from the mass transport equations (4.13) & (4.14). T is the temperature (K) 
from the energy transport equation (4.11). This variable is also a component of 
momentum transport and mass transport equations, which connects all the three modules. 
Equations (4.11-4.15) are solved in the COMSOL Multiphysics equation-based modeling 
solver under the assumptions that discussed in section 4.3.1.  
 
4.3.3 Multiphysics Simulation Results and Discussion  
            Figure 4.5 shows the results of simulation at t = 60 s, showing the electrolyte total 
temperature distribution with the x-axis of electrolyte flow direction. The small 
electrolyte total temperature increase could have been caused by the electrolyte flow rate 
raise. At the upper part of electrolyte, convective heat flux is high and able to remove the 
heat; therefore, temperature increase is small. At the lower edge, the surface of the 
workpiece, convective flux is not able to remove the heat; therefore, temperature increase 
at the edge is the highest. Figure 4.6 shows the electrolyte temperature gradient in a 
greater detail at the surface of the workpiece. 
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Fig. 4.5 Electrolyte Temperature (K) at different flow rates (Z axis) 
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Fig. 4.6 Electrolyte temperature gradient  
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            Figure 4.7 shows the results of simulation at t = 60 s, showing the electrolyte 
velocity field at the surface of the workpiece. Figure 4.8 shows the electrolyte velocity 
field at different flow rates in a greater detail at the surface of the workpiece. The 
viscosity and resistance of electrolyte decrease could have been caused by temperature 
raise; therefore, the electrolyte velocity could be increased.  
 
 
Fig. 4.7 Electrolyte velocity field  
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Fig. 4.8 Electrolyte velocity field at different flow rates 
 
            Figure 4.9 shows the proton concentration at different time steps (sec) and the x-
axis is the distance from workpiece. This result takes place because the current density is 
not constant over time. At high current densities, large amounts of protons are produced, 
and this front moves outside in the domain. As the current density is lowered (almost 
zero), few protons are produced, and this front moves inwards in the domain. 
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Fig. 4.9 Proton concentration at different time steps  
 
 
Fig. 4.10 Dimensionless wall offset for various inlet velocities 
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            Figure 4.10 indicates the software’s limitation. The mesh is too coarse for this 
case. Consequently, both the fluid velocity at the boundary and the heat transfer 
coefficient may become less accurate. Making the mesh finer at the boundary can help 
correcting this condition but computer memory is exceeded. 
 
4.4 Experimental Verification 
            The results obtained from the anodic dissolution process simulation model have 
been verified by experimental results. The experiments were performed on the in-house 
designed PECM setup. The machine time was set to 1 min, 2 min, 3 min, 4 min, 5 min, 6 
min, 7 min, and 8 min. The technical data for the pulse power supply are: pulse on-time 
  15¶·, pulse off-time   22.5¶·. Ten mass percent of sodium nitrate was 
used as the electrolyte. The electrolyte flow rate was set to 500ml/min. The current 
efficiency fit model (4.15) provides necessary parametric depiction of current efficiency 
function and, therefore, for the model simulation.            
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Fig. 4.11 Experimental (red) and simulated (blue) current efficiency 
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            Figure 4.11 shows current efficiency predicted by simulation compared to 
experimental results. The most obvious difference between the experimental results and 
simulation results occurs when machine time t (s) is relatively short. This is possible due 
to the more important effects of gas generation on electrical conductivity in reality than in 
the simulation model. The predominant effect of gas generation results in low electrical 
conductivity. When machine time increases, the electrical conductivity drop caused by 
gas generation decelerates. Thus, the difference between experimental results and 
simulation results becomes smaller gradually. These differences between the 
experimental results and simulation results indicate the complexity of electrochemical 
reactions is more than expected. The study on current efficiency can be broadened by 
introducing quantum theory. 
 
4.5    Current Density Expression in Quantum Theory 
            Quantum theory in electrochemistry is the application of quantum mechanical 
tools to the study of electrochemical processes, including electron and mass transfer at 
electrodes. The electrical field and mass transport between electrodes determine the 
current density distribution. The current flowing through the electrolyte is as a result of 
the motion of ions. Current density can be expressed by applying quantum theory [40]. 
           J=¸ ¹ p'º¬'º, } ¬U'º, }ƒ'}'} ]º ]}                                             (4.16) 
            where  
                      ¸ is the electronic charge 
                     p'ºis the ion concentration  
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                      ¬'º, } is ion with E energy appearance probability  
                      ¬U'º, } is the Tunnel probability of electron with E energy in  
                                  metal electrode  
                     ƒ'} is the metal electron Fermi distribution function 
                      '} is the electron state density 
            As current density mainly depends on activated ions nearest to the electrode 
surface (the distance is »δ» and »δ» is constant for a certain reaction), when ρ'E) equals to 
E1/2, formula (4.16) would turn into formula (4.17) [41]: 
          O  2¸p'1/b+/?'¾X/? ¿ }+/? ƒ'}¬U'}¬'} ]}                              (4.17) 
           where  
                      ¬(E) is ion with E energy appearance probability  
                      ¬U(E) is the Tunnel probability of electron with E energy in  
                                  metal electrode  
                       is the distance between the center of the ion and the electrode surface 
 
4.5.1 Modification 
            This section discusses the modification of current density expression in formula 
4.17. There are more than one chemical reactions happening in the PECM process and 
the distance between the center of the ion and the electrode surface would be variable. 
Therefore, the current density expression can be modified by introducing the probability 
of finding particles with different »» (the distance between the center of the ion and the 
electrode surface), given as 
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            J=∑ 2¸p'1/b+/?'¾X/? ¿ }+/? ƒ'}¬U'}¬'} ]}+                      (4.18) 
            where  
                     n is the number of particles with different δ (n=2, 3,4 …) 
                      is the probability of finding particle with »′ distance between the  
                          center of the ion and the electrode surface 
 
4.5.2 Verification 
            This section would verify the rationality of introducing the concept of »′ 
(probability of finding particles with different »» distance between the center of the ion 
and the electrode surface) from last section. Assume two types of particles exist near to 
electrode surface with different »»   (δ+ andδ? ) in a three dimensional environment. 
Assume δ? equals to +? δ+, and the probability of finding particle with δ+ distance is one. 
Then the probability of finding particle with δ? distance could be:  
            For one dimensional case, set? W δ+ W ?, by applying the Schrodinger equation 
and boundary condition:  Schrodinger Equation: - Á1?8 Â
1ÃÂÄ-1 = Eφ  [42], for  ? W δ+ W ? ,                                   
Boundary condition: φ (?) = φ (-?) =0, let κ=Å?8ÆÁ1  and apply general solution, which is: 
φ(δ+)=A sin' κδ+)+B cos' κδ+. By boundary condition and normalization condition [42]: 
κ=
5Ê , n=1, 2, 3…, φ5(δ+  Å? cos 5Ê δ+ ,   n─ odd; φ5(δ+  Å? sin 5Ê δ+,   n─even,                                                                    
E5 = Á1Ê1?81 n? _42w . For three dimensional case, set  ? W δ+Í, δ+Î, δ+ W ? , φ5 ( δ+ 
Å u2 cos 5Ê δ+Í cos 5Ê δ+Î cos 5Ê δ+  ,   n─ odd; φ5 (δ+  Å u2 sin 5Ê δ+Í sin 5Ê δ+Îsin 5Ê δ+ ,   
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n ─even, for ground state where n=1, φ+ ( δ+  Å u2 cos Ê δ+Í cos Ê δ+Î cos Ê δ+ .                                                         
Thus, the probability to find the particle in a space (C W δ?Í , δ?Î, δ? W C) equals to: 
Ï u2 C⁄ C⁄ cos? Ê δ?Ícos? Ê δ?Îcos? Ê δ?dÄ1ÑdÄ1ÒdÄ1Ó= 0.58.  
            Therefore, a conclusion may be derived that it is reasonable to introduce »′ 
(probability of finding particles with different »» distance between the center of the ion 
and the electrode surface) into the current density expression in quantum theory. The 
difficulty of predicting »′  probably causes differences between the experimental results 
and simulation results in section 4.4.  
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CHAPTER 5 
CONSLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
            The conclusions drawn from this research work are stated in Section 5.1. 
Recommendations for the future work are suggested in Section 5.2. 
             
5.1       Conclusions 
            In this work, experimental investigation of process parameters in current 
efficiency using PECM has been performed. A simulation model has been proposed to 
further study the process.  Based on the experiments and the simulation model the 
following conclusions can be drawn. 
1. Screening design experiments showed that pulse electrochemical machining of 
nickel alloy was possible.  
2. Electrolyte type and its flow rate influence current efficiency. With the 
application of sodium nitrate without citric acid and increase of its concentration, 
the current efficiency is higher when compared to the machining with citric acid. 
Faster electrolyte flow rate results in the high material removal rate, and hence the 
current efficiency is higher. 
3. Current density also has an effect on the current efficiency. Current density 
increase causes better result of slowing down the electrical conductivity drop 
which is caused by predominant effect of gas generation. Thus, the current 
efficiency obtained may be higher.  
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4. The linear regression models for current efficiency were reliable by comparing 
the models developed with new experimental data.  
5. The presented simulation model was able to predict the electrochemical 
machining process phenomena qualitatively correct. However, due to process 
complexity, the model’s accuracy was insufficient. This could be caused by some 
assumptions that had to be taken into account to compromise simulation ability 
and computer memory. For example, one of the phenomena that have not been 
taken into account was the difficulty to describe process of electric double-layer 
formation on the workpiece surface that may affect current efficiency.  
              
5.2       Recommendations for Future Work  
1. The effects of group pulse and base time are recommended to study and in order 
to achieve high current efficiency and meet accuracy requirement at the same 
time. 
2. The in-house built electrochemical cell needs to be designed with the need for 
controlling the electrolyte temperature and its flow rate more accurately.  
3. In order to verify the general linear regression model, it is suggested to conduct 
further experiments with a wider range of parameter values. Interrelation terms, 
especially those with more than two-way factors, are recommended to consider. 
4. Accounting for the effects of electric double-layer near the electrode will give a 
better simulation model in understanding of the performance characteristics.       
5. Further work can be done on the current efficiency investigation of PECM   
process by applying quantum electrochemistry.        
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